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Abstract— In this paper we address the issues of
forming secure multicast group within wireless sensor
networks. We describe a protocol that establishes
a secure multicast group, and distributes a group
key by mutually authenticating a group of devices
over an open insecure wireless channel. We choose a
conference keying mechanism and extend it with sym-
metric authentication protocols and a key hierarchy
on which group key could be distributed efficiently.
We address two problems in this work. Firstly, the
formation of secure groups in sensor network with a
low communication complexity, secondly, provides an
efficient solution to maintain such multicast group.

I. INTRODUCTION

Security is an important issue in sensor network.
Due to the nature of communication and the kind
of data they are going to handle, it is important
to have the capability in the network to establish
trusted communication. Our goal in this work is to
define a protocol for secure group communication
in wireless sensor network. We address two prob-
lems in this work. Firstly, the formation of secure
groups in sensor network with a low communication
complexity, secondly, provide an efficient solution to
maintain such multicast group.

Recently there have been several proposals to
address the key management issues in such network.
Given the limited resource capability of each node, a
symmetric key based mechanism looks promising. A
trivial approach could be to have a single master key
for the whole network. However, this suffers from
the drawback of whole network being compromised
once a single node is compromised.

In SPINS [1], SNEP protocol provides the Data
confidentiality, two-party data authentication, and
data freshness. In the same paper µ-TESLA has
been proposed as a protocol to provide authenticated

broadcast for such severely resource-constrained en-
vironments. Key distribution mechanism in SPINS is
pair-wise symmetric. Every node shares a different
symmetric key with a trusted base-station, which is
also the key server. In SPINS authors define the
protocol for node-to-node key agreement with the
help from trusted base-station.

For broadcast with data authentication, to achieve
asymmetry between sender and receiver, µ-TESLA
uses a delayed discloser of authentication key.

However, issues in this mechanism include com-
munication complexity to bootstrap a receiver being
in the order of the size of the network. Thus, this
mechanism cannot essentially scale up to provide a
solution for a large network. For the similar reason
it cannot directly be applied to formation of secure
multicast groups. Pair-wise symmetric key requires
storage of n− 1 keys in each node and n(n− 1)/2
per group, and joining and leaving a group requires
O(n) communication overhead.

One of the recent proposals introduces random
key pre-distribution mechanism [2]. This scheme
proposes a key pre-distribution mechanism that re-
quires memory storage for only few tens to a couple
of hundred keys, and yet has similar security and
superior operational properties when compared to
those of the pair-wise private key-sharing scheme.
They alleviate the cost of communication between
group members and to setup a common secret key.

However, secure multicast group communication
in such a scheme shall be inefficient as to establish
group key it will require O(n) communication com-
plexity with joining and leaving the group, with n
being the size of the group, as not all the member
in the multicast group will have at least one key
shared with other group members. Moreover, if a
single group key is agreed upon, and that key is



transmitted under the common keys, existence of
other nodes in the network, which may not be part
of a secure group but can gain the capability to join
the group.

In [3], a pairwise key distribution mechanism has
been proposed, which can achieve node-to-node au-
thentication without involving base-station. Pairwise
key distribution has farther been investigated with a
broader framework in [4], [5]. In a pairwise key dis-
tribution mechanism, (n−1) keys need to be stored
in each device so that each device can establish the
authenticity of other nodes. The random pairwise
key distribution mechanism is based upon the obser-
vation, that, only np pairwise keys are required to
be stored in each node to have a connected random
graph with high probability. Other way, if each node
can store m keys then supportable network size
could be n = m/p, where p is the probability that
two node share a key. However, this scheme as pro-
posed in [3], suffers from a drawback that network
size is strictly limited, and adding new nodes to
network is also an issue. The framework presented
in [4], [5] address these drawbacks. In those scheme
a node can directly determine if it can establish a key
with another node just by the public information,
and can compute the symmetric key independently
on its own. Specifically [4] also describes a stronger
notion of secure pairwise authentication scheme. In
[7] authors present a similar scheme to overcome the
drawbacks of the scheme in [3] using secret sharing
mechanism, where two nodes can establish a private
channel, on-line, without any previously shared se-
cret. However, this method requires sending n shares
of the secret to establish each pairwise secure link
over multiple secure disjoint paths, and it is costly.

In [8] authors describe the need for four differ-
ent keys in the wireless sensor network, namely,
individual key shared with base-station, a pairwise
key shared with another node, a cluster key shared
with multiple neighboring nodes, and a group key
shared by all nodes in the network. The mechanism
described by them for cluster key establishment has
overhead issues already described, as it assumes
central authority.

The framework presented in [4], [5] is essentially
based on the work by Blom [9], and later studied
by Blundo et.al. in [10] under a bigger framework,
and provide the lower bound on the size of the
information required in an interactive and non-
interactive (t, k) resilient scheme, where t is the
size of the group and k is the size of the adver-

sary. Blom’s protocol, for a k-secure 2-conference
scheme can be thought of as a special case of k-
secure t-conference protocol described in [10]. The
non-interactive protocol described in [10] requires
choosing a t-variable, k-degree polynomial to make
it k-secure and for t-conference. Thus, for a large
sized network, it cannot be directly applied, keeping
the storage cost per node in mind as the space
efficiency of such group key distribution scheme

is, |S|((k+t−1
k−1 )) , the cardinality of the domain,

where |S| is the domain of keys. Work in [4],
[5] uses the observation, that several 2-variable k-
degree polynomials can be used along with random
predistribution - where a set of random polynomials
are given to each node, and connectivity can be
ensured over such multiple key space by choosing
correct number of key spaces - also higher collusion-
resiliency can be achieved over multiple key space.

The framework presented here is essentially based
on the work by Blom [9], and later studied by
Blundo et.al. in [10]. Blom’s protocol, for a k-secure
2-conference scheme can be thought of as a special
case of k-secure t-conference protocol described in
[10].

Our main goal in this paper is show how to form
secure groups with little overhead, and maintain
such groups, so that only the intended recipients of
the group can receive and send data, while there are
many other nodes in the network, those share one or
more keys with some of the nodes in the intended
group. The need to form a group might be driven
by the requirement that a query being propagated
through any node and in turn, such a node need to
define a multi cast group to make the query initiated
in those nodes and then collect the result over a
time efficiently and securely, and also modify such
queries effectively over the time. One example of
such multi cast group could be a region defined with
a geometric shape.

We define our secure sensor group as a tuple,
G =< U, K, C, R > where, U is the finite user set.
K is the finite set of keys in the network, C ⊂ 2U is
the group of nodes that are in communication range,
and R ⊂ U × K , is the pair denoting the user and
key relationship. We use a function userset : k �→ u
such that (u, k) ∈ R, then userset(k) ∈ U , are
those nodes, that share a common key k. We also
use a function keyset : u �→ k such that (u, k) ∈ R,
then keyset(u) ∈ K . Let, A be the node intends to
define a multi cast group, having set of keys defined
by keyset(A) ∈ K . Let, [u1, u2, . . . , un]A denote



multi cast group defined by a node A, with ui as
nodes in the multicast group. We define the trusted
base station as the key server and denote it by s.
For any generic user we denote it by u, have a set
of key in its key ring denoted by [k1, k2, . . . , kλ]u.
We use u1 ⇔ u2 to mean, u1 authenticates u2 and
distributes key ku1−2 , and x → y : z to denote, if
y is a single user than it means sending message z
from x to y, or, if y is a group of user than it means
sending message z from x to every user in y, via
a multi-cast, or uni-cast. {m}k is the encryption of
message m under key k.

II. SOLUTION

A. Pre-distribution

Before the devices are deployed, they are
equipped with certain design time secret. The pre-
distribution process starts with selecting a set of
bi-variate t-degree polynomials of form P (x, y) =

t∑
i,j=0

aijx
iyj , over the finite field Fq , having

property that each polynomial is symmetric, i.e.
P (x, y) = P (y, x). The pre-distribution steps de-
fined by us consists the following steps:

PRE-DISTRIBUTION STEP - 1: First, select a
pool of |K| elements and their identifiers, where
elements are randomly chosen over GF (q).

PRE-DISTRIBUTION STEP - 2: In the next step,
t elements are drawn randomly and uniformly from
the pool, without replacement, where t is much
smaller than the total size of the pool, and defined
as one key ring.

PRE-DISTRIBUTION STEP - 3: In the next
step we select a symmetric polynomial P (x, y) of
degree k with coefficients over GF (q), by randomly
choosing the coefficients.

PRE-DISTRIBUTION STEP - 4: For each node
i, P (x, y) is evaluated at i, as fi(y) = P (i, y), and
fi(y) is assigned to nodes key ring, along with any
one t-element key ring, and their identifiers.

B. Secure group formation

A secure group formation can start when a net-
work is installed, and where the secrets in each
device in the network were pre-distributed through
a pre-distribution mechanism as described earlier.
Thus in the network each device has a key ring
containing a set of secrets, as we call it by key-
ring of the device and a set of hashed key material,
through which they can authenticate one of more
devices in the network.

GROUP FORMATION STEP - 1: When a user
A wants to form a secure group and multicast a
message to the group, it sends a request to a group
of nodes [u1, u2, . . . , un]A via broadcast.

GROUP FORMATION STEP - 2: Once the des-
ignated multicast group receives the request they
run the DISCOVER protocol as described below,
in small neighborhood, via local broadcast, to form
groups with the following criteria:

• A node would belong to at most one group.
• All nodes in a group share a common key.
• If Ú is a group formed therein, then ∀ui, uj ∈

Ú , at least one key ki−j is common, and
[ui, uj] ∈ C

• A group may contain only one node, as it
may not be able to find any other node in its
neighborhood.

DISCOVER PROTOCOL
For all user, [u1, u2, . . . , un]A , as requested by an

user A out of the intended multicast group through
the multicast group formation request, taking one by
one, perform the following.

For all key, ka ∈ [k1, k2, . . . , kλ]u, i.e. for all
key id’s in t-element key ring, for each user in the
multicast group, Ua ∈ userset(ka), and Ua ∈ C,
i.e. Using local broadcast, find the nodes that share
the specific key ka ∈ [k1, k2, . . . , kλ]u. Finally
select u ∈ Ua as leader in each isolated group.
Notice, there might be some group with only one
node, as they do not share a common key with
neighbor.

GROUP FORMATION STEP - 3: Previous step
associates some of the nodes under their common
key in the t-element key ring. This still leaves many
nodes disconnected, as they do not share any key
with others. In this step of group formation all
the independent group leaders, as determined in the
previous step, establish a key with A. Thus forming
a second level of hierarchy.

GROUP FORMATION STEP - 3
A → ALL-LEADERS : NA, A
ALL-LEADERS j :
Nj , j, MAC(NA||Nj ||A||j)γjA

A : verify MAC(NA||Nj||A||j)γjA =
MAC(NA||Nj ||A||j)γAj

A → j : MAC(Nj ||A)γAj

j : verify MAC(Nj ||A)γAj =
MAC(Nj ||A)γjA

A : Select a random number K over the GF(q)
A : γj = K ⊕ sAj

A → j : γj , For ALL-LEADERS



ALL-LEADERS j : Evaluate sjA = fj(A)
j : Get K = γj ⊕ sjA as sjA = fj(A) =
fA(j) = sAj

The above protocol repeats until all group leaders
complete this step. Thus after this step we get a
completely connected key graph.

GROUP FORMATION STEP - 4: This is the final
step of secure group formation. After the previous
step the leaders of each group now shares a different
key with A. A could use this to transmit the group
key to different sub-group separately. However, A
computes a complete tree graph by combining a
pair of keys with a one-way hash function. That
is, given four keys Ki, Ki+1, Ki+2, Ki+3. A cal-
culates Ki,i+1 = h(Ki||Ki+1) and Ki+2,i+3 =
h(Ki+2||Ki+3), then finally calculates Ki,i+3 =
h(Ki,i+1||Ki+2,i+3). This forms a key tree at A
and root value is chosen as the key for group
communication.

To distribute the Group key A now follows the
following algorithm:

GROUP KEY DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOL
Let k0,0 denote the root key
Let at each level keys are denoted as
klevel,pos−from−left, so a key at depth 2
third from the left is marked as k2,3

So ki,j is the parent of ki+1,2j and ki+1,2j+1. for
i = 0, . . . , h and j = 0, 1, . . . etc. at each depth
till h = log(n)
n is the number of leaders at the end of STEP -
3
for all j = 0 to n
Uj = userset(k0,0) −
i=h,k=2i−1,k �=(�j/2i�−1)∑

i=1,k=0

userset(ki,k)

A → Uj : {ki,k}kh,j
, i = 0, . . . , h; k =

⌈
j
2i

⌉ − 1

C. Joining and Leaving

When a node request to join the secure multicast
group it will be joining at the lowest level. Thus it
will join the nearest leader in the multicast group.
This requires a re-keying of all nodes to preserve the
forward security property of communication. First
we observe that, the joining node might already be
shearing a key with its neighbor node, which is part
of the multicast group. In that case it can join that
sub-group under the leader under which the neigh-
bor node has clustered. After it is assigned a place
in the key-graph, all the keys in the traversal path,
starting from the joining key-node in the key-graph,

till root, needs to be changed and communicated to
all nodes.

SECURE JOIN PROTOCOL
Let k0,0 denote the root key
Let kh,j denote the joining point
for all i = h down to 1, generate ḱi,k to replace
ki,k where k =

⌈
j
2i

⌉ − 1
Generate ḱi,k

for j, Uj = userset(k0,0) −
i=h,k=2i−1,k �=(�j/2i�−1)∑

i=1,k=0

userset(ki,k)

A → Uj :
{
ḱi,k

}
kh,j

, i = 0, . . . , h; k =
⌈

j
2i

⌉ − 1

When a node request to leave the secure multicast
group it will be leaving at the lowest level. This
requires a re-keying of all nodes to preserve the
forward security property of communication. The
protocol for key generation and re-keying will be
similar as the joining.

III. ANALYSIS

A group key establishment structure, Γ is a family
of pairs (P, F ) of subsets of the set of users U
such that every user in the privileged set P must
be able to compute a common key k ∈ K that will
remain unknown to the coalition of any forbidden set
F . Γ = (P ,F) = {(P, F ) ∈ P × F : P ∩ F = ∅},
where P ,F ⊂ 2U . Let Γ be a key establishment
structure defined over U = {1, 2, . . . , n}. Let SA =
{si1 , si2 , . . . , sik

} denote the set of secret informa-
tion available to set A = {i1, i2, . . . , ik}. Let KA

denote the set of all possible keys can be established
by set of users A. Γ must satisfy two requirements:

1) Any user i ∈ P must be able to compute
common key k ∈ K , i.e. H(KP |SP ) = 0.

2) Any participant in forbidden set F must not
be able to compute common key k ∈ K , i.e.
H(KP |SF ) = H(KP ).

Where, H() is the entropy of random variable
K, S etc. Information rate ρ of a Γ is defined
as the ratio between the length of the secret key
and maximum length of the secret information
received by a user over the protocols, i.e. ρ =
log |K|/ maxi∈U log |Si|. For any key establishment
protocol to be secure we must show that ρ is
negligibly small.

THEOREM 1
Let n be the size of the group. Let k be the degree
of the bi-variate polynomial used, r be the size of
the key ring, and m be the size of the total key



pool. Then, for the group key establishment protocol

described above, ρ = 1/((1−
r−1∏
i=0

m − r − i/m − i)·
log n · (k+1

1

)
).

SKETCH OF PROOF. Probability of sharing
a common key between a pair of sensors

is: 1 −
r−1∏
i=0

m − r − i/m − i. Common

information for the group is at most

(1−
r−1∏
i=0

m − r − i/m − i) · log n ·(k+1
1

)
, leading to

ρ = 1/((1 −
r−1∏
i=0

m − r − i/m− i) · log n · (
k+1
1

)
)

A. Storage Cost

The storage cost at each node due to pre-
distribution is equal to ((t+1)(t+2)/2+m)log2(q)
bits. Where, t is the degree of the bi-variable
polynomial, m is the number of elements in the
key ring, and q = 28N is the key size. The
extra keys that leaders need to store at the end of
GROUP FORMATION STEP - 3 is one per-leader.
Finally the number of keys node A need to store
is n(n + 1)/2 in GROUP FORMATION STEP - 4
, where n is the number of leaders at the end of
GROUP FORMATION STEP - 3. Clearly this is
limited by the space available at A. However, we
can decide on number of iteration for protocol in
GROUP FORMATION STEP - 3, to distribute the
total keys storage requirements between the leaders
and A.

B. Communication Cost

The communication overhead for join and leave
request up to the leaders is summarized in the table
I (where d is the degree and h is the height of the
tree at node A) below:

TABLE I

COST OF JOIN AND LEAVE REQUEST

The requesting A non request- Node A
user ing User

Join h − 1 d/(d/1) 2(h − 1)
Leave 0 d/(d/1) d(h − 1)
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